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In the previous three days, Samuel won all the games efficiently. The routine of the first two 

days was really loosened up, yet on the third day, he had so numerous matches that he 

practically had no time to remainder. 

Qi Yiyun had been defeated in the competition with Ouyang Xiujie. Her competition was 

over, however Samuel, that had actually dealt with 4 rounds in a row today, was still taking 

place. 

” Just how can there be such a strange competitors format? Her opponent Ouyang Xiujie 

had currently progressed to the finals tomorrow, as well as Samuel, that was most likely to 

be Ouyang Xiujie’s opponent, still had 2 even more games at the moment. 

” The day before the other day and the other day’s suits were extremely unwinded. Samuel’s 

opponents were all very slow today. They had actually compelled Samuel to be worn down 

mentally. 

” Do you imply that Shangguan Heibai is playing methods behind the scenes?” Qi Yiyun 

asked. 

Wang Mao responded and also stated, “Except for this old man, no person will intentionally 

target him.” 

 

Qi Yiyun frowned as well as did not recognize his actions. She stated, “Shangguan Heibai 

has actually hyped up the competitors in between Samuel and Ouyang Xiujie. What’s the 

factor of doing so if Samuel can not obtain a promotion?” 

“Even if he deliberately made points difficult for Samuel, Samuel can still progress. The only 

point that can comfort Wang Mao was Samuel’s current state. No issue just how slow 

Samuel’s challenger’s rate of placing a chess piece was, Samuel still had a smile on Samuel’s 

face. 

Qi Yiyun admitted to Wang Mao’s words that Samuel’s state could be seen with the naked 

eye. This made Shangguan Heibai’s strategy seem even extra meaningless. 



 

Even if he had taken in Samuel’s self-control today and made him really feel worn out, the 

result would be marginal for him after an entire evening of remainder. It would not impact 

the finals tomorrow in any way. 

Qi Yiyun’s brows furrowed a growing number of firmly. She felt that Shangguan Heibai had 

done this for other objectives, yet Qi Yiyun could not figure out what he was attempting to 

do for the time being. 

The suit started in the morning as well as lasted till ten o’clock in the evening. Samuel 

looked a little exhausted, however the bright side was that he won all the matches and 

progressed to the finals tomorrow. 

Wang Mao discharge a sigh of relief. He was certain in Samuel’s competition with Ouyang 

Xiujie in the finals tomorrow. After all, Ouyang Xiujie had once been defeated by him. 

“Samuel, exactly how is it?” Wang Mao strolled to Samuel’s side and also asked with 

concern. 

Samuel rubbed his eyebrows. Also though he won every match easily, he was a little 

exhausted after being focused for a long time while his challenger was intentionally stalling 

for time. 

The final match is tomorrow. This time, Samuel might bring great honor to the Go 

Association in Cloud City, which might nearly drink the reputation of the Go Association in 

Cloud City. 

Samuel responded. Although he did not take Ouyang Xiujie seriously, he needed to go back 

and remainder now. 

Just when everyone thought that today’s game was over and also they were mosting likely 

to leave, the host unexpectedly appeared as well as claimed something that made Wang 

Mao angry. 

“The original competitors duration lasted 4 days, but our senior Mr. Shangguan instantly 

had something urgent tomorrow, so he could not turn up for the finals. If he doesn’t appear 

in the finals, after that the competitors this moment will most certainly leave a fantastic 

remorse. So after our discussion, we chose to progress the final. We will certainly do it at 

once” The host stated. 



Do it immediately! 

 


